October 16, 2015

During Office Hours, Gideon Fink Shapiro will report on Trier Digital Humanities Autumn School 2015 [1], a week-long international conference and workshop co-organized by Trier University and University of Luxembourg, which took place September 26–October 3. He will briefly discuss the format of the School and give an overview of some of the main topics that were discussed and debated, including best practices and “methodological intersections,” the official theme for the workshop. Questions and conversation over coffee will follow.

Digital Humanities Office Hours [2] occur every Tuesday from 2:00-3:30pm in the Lab (Sterling Memorial Library 316). They are an informal opportunity to talk with others from around campus about your work and digital humanities at large. All are welcome!

Photos from the event:
External link: http://web.library.yale.edu/dhlab/officehourstrier [5]
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